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Dr. Manasa C Edpuganti,

Editor-In-Chief

“Grow Through.. What You Go Through!”

As we are sailing in the storm & combating the waves of covid-19, we 

move forward as always with a “Storm Strategy” of shifting to online 

classes and putting our best efforts to navigate through safely. 

A few months of the sun in the storm allowed us to witness our 

children's grins and also identify the learning gaps in online education. 

This led to the preparation of an action plan for the requisite changes to 

avoid the vulnerability. 

We were able to successfully organize Tedxyouth@ambitushyderabad 

with thought-provoking speakers and brilliant performances. It gives us 

immense pride to announce that few of the event videos have been 

published on Ted webpage & Tedx  youtube channel. This event gave 

each one of us an unique experience, and super excited to receive the 

response.

It was more important than ever to have special celebrations like 

christmas followed by newyear and sankranthi, which brought back joy 

and glory to our campuses.

Over the last few years, FEI had the distinct honour and privilege of 

working with divergent school leaders on driving organizational change. 

Furthermore, we are excited to welcome Ms.Lalitha Naidu as our new 

principal for ambitus world school-hyderabad. On behalf of the 

management and all the stakeholders, we would like to extend our 

warmest welcome and good wishes. 

Lastly, i express my gratitude to everyone involved in bringing out 

ambition, which was well appreciated.

Messages:

Dr Tripti Singh,

Academic In-charge, AWS

Ambitarian Families, 

Happy New Year, and Welcome to 2022!! It was a busy, 

somewhat chaotic, yet wonderful year. We could provide our 

Ambitarians with the best experiences academically and 

socially! I appreciate the staff more than ever here at Ambitus; 

they could bring talent, ideas, and emotion to the school and 

students with all the odds around. Just to name a few:  

Kindergarten Kite Flying activity, different regional attire and 

greet in regional language activity during Republic Day!  TED 

event! etc. The school would not be a success without their 

staff. Many, many thanks to the admin team and our helpers 

who helped out with the procedure and protocols to safeguard 

our students and staff due to COVID flawlessly.

We have learned much from last year. However, the most 

important lesson was one that seemed obvious: students 

perform better when they have greater access to their teachers 

and services. Academic achievement aside for a moment, our 

students need to communicate with their teachers and peers. 

Any action that helps that connection stay strong is essential to 

our community, and so we are happy to have our students once 

again back on campus. 

Nevertheless, though the situation and challenges may 

change, our goal of providing high-quality education that 

engages ALL Ambitarians at any given time will not change.

Ms. Lalitha Naidu Injety, 

Schools – Temples of Learning

“School can become a temple of learning only when the student, the 

guardian, and the society, in harmony, endeavor to make it a place of 

pursuit for education, a sadhana; where the spring of punctuality, 

sanctity, and thirst for knowledge flows.”— Narendra Modi The quote of 

our beloved Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi is very profound and I 

strongly believe that every school is a temple of learning, where every 

child is given a wonderful opportunity to shape himself or herself for the 

future. Every child who steps into the portals of a school is shaping 

his/her future. 

Schools are not merely places where the 3Rs of reading, writing, and 

arithmetic aretaught. A student learns to be disciplined, and punctual, 

have good manners, respect for self and others, a proper sense of 

dressing, teamwork, and develop a commitment to hardwork. The 

student is also groomed to develop a positive outlook on life, be goal-

oriented, learn to communicate effectively, take care of the environment 

and be sensitive to other creatures, be creative and innovative and 

develop a strength of character. These may be a few to list which 

children get. Blessed are those who study in a school, which is called 

the temple of learning. Parents need to be sure that schooling becomes 

the best part of a child's life as they are taught to believe in the beauty of 

their dreams. Schools should certainly become the best platform for a 

child to develop all the skills. One must understand that teachers play 

an important role in making a school, a teacher can never truly teach 

unless one is still learning. It is a universal truth that a lamp can never 

light another lamp unless it continues to burn its own flame. A teacher 

who has come to the end of his subject, who has no desire to learn and 

sharpen the saw but merely repeats his lesson to his students, can only 

load their minds with meaningless learning. 

On the whole, a school is a hub of learning where all the staff, teachers, 

and students are committed to becoming lifelong learners. Such 

schools can truly be Temples of Learning.

Let's all strive to make it one.

Head of School

Ambitus World School, Hyderabad

Ms Mary Gomes, 

Dear Students,

Today, I want to talk to you about the power of positive living and how 

it can transform not just your academic experience, but also your life 

as a whole.

We all face challenges and difficulties in our lives, but it's how we 

approach and deal with them that makes all the difference. By 

choosing to live a positive life, you can cultivate a growth mindset, 

develop resilience, and experience a greater sense of well-being.

Here are some simple ways to incorporate positive living into your 

daily routine:

Practice gratitude: Take time each day to reflect on the things you are 

thankful for, no matter how small they may seem.

Surround yourself with positivity: Seek out positive friends, engage in 

uplifting activities, and avoid negative influences.

Stay active: Exercise, dance, or play a sport to boost your physical 

and mental health.

Set achievable goals: Focus on what you can control, and take small 

steps towards your aspirations.

Focus on the good: Try to see the best in others and the positive 

aspects of your life, even when things are tough.

By embracing positive living, you can cultivate a brighter, more 

fulfilling life and bring joy and happiness to those around you. I 

encourage you to start today, and see for yourself the difference it 

can make.

Wishing you all the best,

Head of Center Head, 

Ambitus Kinder World
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SPOT LIGHT

AMBILEAP JUNIOR

Ambileap Junior [Inter-school sports competitions] was held on 7th 

January, 2023 in school premises. The event took place in the spacious 

playground 'Arino'. Through this event, we promoted sportsman spirit in 

each child developing their confidence, unity, trust, and team spirit. Dr. 

Pooja Jha Nair, who is a rehabilitation psychologist working for 

children's learning rehabilitation was the chief guest of the event. Pooja 

is a name for dedication and passion for children who are having any 

difficulty in their learning or behaviors. She is founder of total solution 

which has 12 branches across twin cities and provides holistic rehab 

services. The event started at 9:30 a.m. with an inaugural address and 

flag hoisting. The Sports Day started with the march past and Torch light 

with mascots and flags of schools followed by AWS formation and oath 

taking ceremony. All Students of CEY to Grade 3 performed on the song 

'We will We will rock you', post which all the students of interschool's 

(Pearson, Creek, DPS, Iris Florets and people from closer vicinity) 

competed against each other in sports events like sprinting, sack race, 

skating, swimming, cycling, lemon race and so on. CEY kids too 

participated in fun games like follow the shape, fetch a pail of water, 

Hurdles, tunnel, pyramid and team coordination games. Apart from the 

non-participating students, the parents too cheered for their children 

and participated in few playful activities enduring sportsman spirit, not 

competitive spirit. Theme "better together" was culminated by arranging 

different sports/activities which imbibed the togetherness and team 

work values in each of the participants. In the end the Principal Miss. 

Lalitha Naidu and Dr. Pooja Jha Nair gave away the achievement 

certificates and medals. Parents loved the spirit of the event arranged 

for them and shared great feedback to congratulate the team.

MUN JUNIORS

Model United Nations, also known as Model 

UN or MUN, is an extra-curricular activity in 

which students typically role-play delegates 

to the United Nations and simulate UN 

committees. The Model United Nations 

juniors for grades 4 to 6 was conducted on 

25th January furthering understanding about 

the United Nations, educating participants 

about world issues and promoting peace 

and the work of the United Nations through 

cooperation and diplomacy. 

Through MUN, students gained 

a better understanding of the inner 

workings of the United 

Nations and build skills in 

diplomacy, compromise and 

decision making, so they will 

have the opportunity to make 

changes and solve problems.

Rainbow day Celebrations

A rainbow is often a sign of hope, beauty after the 

storm, a pot of gold, and good fortune at the 

rainbow's end. For many, a rainbow carries a 

personal symbolic meaning–representing 

inclusivity and diversity, an all-embracing image 

of love and friendship.  Rainbows consist of seven 

colors.

The pattern of colors, called a spectrum, starts with 

red on the outside and changes through orange, 

yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet on the inside.

Ambitus foundational segment (CEY to grade 2) celebrated the rainbow day with the theme of team bonding/togetherness.  Children wore rainbow-assigned dresses and performed different dances and songs. The assembly presentation looked vibrant with a spectrum of 7 colors while each class was assigned a particular colour. The ambiance created was a delightful and pleasant experience. Children heard the stories of team building in their classrooms. Children participated in show-and-tell activities and learned how the rainbow is formed in their classes. The strong essence

of togetherness was well accepted by the students. The children loved and enjoyed the day. Thank you parents for being prompt and being a part of us, staying at home.

CEY CORNER

CEY, AWS VJA

Freedom in mind, faith in words,Pride in our heart, memories in our soul, Let's 

salute the Nation on Republic Day.

It's time to celebrate the freedom of our country and pay tribute to our 

freedom fighters. Ambitus World School, Vijayawada celebrated its  74th 

Republic Day with a lot of zeal and vigour. There was a special assembly 

conducted in the morning with our Tiny CEY kids where teachers threw light 

on the National Symbols and importance of each colour in the National Flag. 

To represent the UNITY IN DIVERSITY, our little kids came in different states' 

attires. The young minds were engaged in hands-on activities like making tri 

colour bands which were takeaways to the children. The colouring of the 

worksheet with tricolours inculcated in them the feeling of patriotism and 

children also learnt to relate these colours with our National Flag. Their 

creativity was displayed on the soft boards in their classes.

PONGAL CELEBRATIONS (VJW)

Our spirits are as high as vibrantly coloured kites soaring with visions of 

great days ahead under the warm winter sun. When the entire country is 

decked out in the bright colours of the auspicious celebrations of 

Pongal/Makar Sankranti, the largest harvest festival, it is impossible for our 

Ambitarians to be far behind. The beginning of the harvest season was 

celebrated on January 7 on the grounds of the school by the students of 

Ambitus World School. The children showed a deep awareness of the 

festival's lengthy history and cultural importance by performing songs and 

dances on its significance.

In honour of the god Surya, Makar Sankranti, also referred to as Pongal, 

Uttarayan, and Maghi, is a feast day on the Hindu calendar (Sun). It is 

celebrated in January each year. The event is very significant both 

historically and astrologically. It is the first day when the Sun enters the 

constellation.

Makara (Capricorn), bringing the changing of the seasons, with a new 

season beginning with longer days. Since it honours the solar cycle, the 

celebration always takes place on the same Gregorian date.

A traditional model village, called Palle Sankranthi (palle means village), was 

constructed for this joyful event to represent the Sankranthi celebration. The 

Uppal-Kuppa, bonfire (Bhogi Mantala), toy sculpture (Bommala Koluvu), 
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and several more traditional activities held on campus are examples of our 

cultural customs. The Ambitarians recited a Ganapathi sloka to start the 

performance. The significance of Sankranthi, Gobbiyallu, Haridasu, 

Muthyala Muggullu, etc. was displayed in various exhibitions. The crowd 

was spellbound by Sodamma's (a fortune-teller's) performance. It is the 

one guiding principle that inspired everyone to take part, namely, that 

despite Western influence, we must not forget our roots and avoid 

becoming captives of imported culture.

The younger generation's traditional outlook stood out among the 

celebration's fervor, despite their modern outlook. Ambitarians excelled at 

multilingual performances and displayed their exceptional abilities. They 

also praised the idea of farming and harvesting, which is the cornerstone 

of our ability to survive on Earth. The goal of education is to cultivate a 

school culture that welcomes all languages and nationalities, and this 

special assembly was a step toward realizing our cherished goal of 

becoming global citizens.

Karthik Sai Lakshman Y & Santhosh Lakshmi G - Mentors 

AWS, Vijayawada.

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS - AWS HYD
The festival of light, joy, and happiness symbolizes Christmas, the day that 

marks the birth of Jesus Christ. The melodious tune of jingle bells and the 

ho-ho ho laugh of Santa Claus rejuvenate the mood and exhilarate the 

intensity of the celebration.

Ambitus celebrated Christmas on 23rd just a day before the holidays, with 

all its children and staff.

The best part of the whole program was " Our little and old Santa on cycle". 

It was a picture-perfect moment and a pleasure to see Santa on a cycle 

ride. To add glory to the whole program our choir team mesmerized the 

audience with some carols. Kids were seen performing an amazing skit 

depicting sharing and caring concepts and taking us through the 

significance of Christmas. The little pre and primary kids were seen 

enjoying and dancing to the beautiful songs on Christmas. Flash mobs by 

teachers have become the pride and USP of our school. Every time we 

surprise the audience with their moves and sweet smiles. . The school 

wore a festive look with bells, streamers, and a beautifully decorated 

Christmas tree. Several activities such as decorating Christmas trees, 

making Christmas cards, and home connection activities on sharing and 

caring activities were organized for the students. The boundless joy on the 

campus during the celebration was much felt and visible.

Field trip to NTR garden (AWS)
The morning sun smiled brighter because it was time for Grades CEY to 

Grade 5 of Ambitus World School, to visit the NTR gardens for a field trip. 

When it comes to learning from nature, nothing can be better than 

outbound learning. 

It is an experience outside the classroom walls to provide students with 

opportunities to connect with nature and develop a bond with their 

classmates.  The huge spread

of green foliage as far as the eyes 

could see, the smell of the fresh 

green grass and the constant 

chirping of the birds were the 

exact musical harmony that we 

all were yearning for. Nature 

was at its best. The joy rides 

were an additional bonus that 

brought extra smiles and lit up 

the faces of our young learners. 

Amid the lush greenery and its beatitude of nature, we ensured to adhere 

to the covid norms by mandating children and staff to wear their masks on. 

The bus trip with children and staff could capture many melodies and 

treasure memories of the passing year 2022.

Christmas Celebration (AKW)
The holiday season 

was here and our 

pre-primary school 

was excited to 

celebrate the magic 

of Christmas. 

Our little munchkins 

came delighted to 

school to witness the 

most amazing festival 

that teaches sharing 

and caring.

 All dressed in pretty Christmas themed costumes with lovely caps wishing 

each other merry Christmas. This year, our children got the opportunity to 

participate in festive activities, sing carols, and even receive a special visit 

from Santa Claus! Students helped to decorate the classrooms with 

festive lights, paper ornaments, and other decorations to get into the 

holiday spirit.

Teachers read holiday-themed stories and classic Christmas tales, such 

as "A Christmas Carol" and "The Night Before Christmas," the excitement 

doubled as they watched a movie on Santa Clause and enjoyed it with 

their peers and teachers.

We couldn't wait to see the excitement and joy on the faces of our young 

learners as they celebrated the magic of Christmas with their classmates 

and teachers.

NEW YEAR CELEBRATION (AKW)
New Year celebrations in our school provide an opportunity for young 
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children to learn about and 

participate in the festivities in a 

fun and engaging way. Young 

learners made New Year-themed 

crafts such as creating their own 

party hats, streamers etc. Learners 

of CEY-3 excitedly made table 

calendar with the help of their 

class teacher, whereas CEY-2 

learners happily made a hand-

made heart shaped greeting card 

for their parents, the most excited munchkins prepared magic wands. 

Our young learners participated in games like musical chair and follow 

the trails, the day ended with the munchkins dancing and tapping on 

peppy music with their teachers and peers.

These activities helped the children understand and appreciate the 

celebration of the New Year, while also developing important skills such 

as creativity, teamwork, and problem-solving. Teachers created a frolic 

yet meaningful learning experience for the little ones.

ACTIVITY BASED LEARNING (AKW)
Activity-based learning is an educational approach in which students 

learn by actively participating in experiences and hands-on activities. In 

Ambitus Kinder World, this approach is particularly effective in fostering 

creativity, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills in our young 

children.

Through activities, children explore and discover new concepts in a fun 

and engaging way, this activity-based learning environment focuses on 

the process of learning rather than just the end result. This approach 

allows our learners to learn at their own pace, to make mistakes and learn 

from them, and to develop a love for learning that will serve them well 

throughout their academic careers.

Additionally, this practice promotes a supportive and inclusive classroom 

environment. Children are encouraged to collaborate and help each 

other, which builds social skills and helps to foster a sense of community.

Overall, activity-based learning is a fun filled and effective way to provide 

young ambitions with a solid foundation for future academic success.

SANKRANTI CELEBRATION (AKW)
Sankranti a week-long festival is not only celebrated in India but also 

across the world, Lohri, magh, bihu, Pongal and makar Sankranti are just 

few names we are well versed in today's time. Young learners of Ambitus 

Kinder World were filled with excitement, adorned in their beautiful ethnic 

attire reached school to celebrate the festival of Makar Sankranti with their 

friends and teachers They learnt why it is also known as the 'Harvest 

Festival'. The day started with great enthusiasm as teachers explained the 

importance of the festival and guided them to make colourful kites. Cey-1 

learners enjoyed making 3D kites under their teacher's guidance on the 

other hand CEY-2 &3 learners indulged in rangoli competition.

The little munchkins were truly keen to learn about this beautiful festival 

and enjoyed watching a short film on Sankranti. The day ended with the 

little ones posing with their teacher for pictures.

ACADEMICS

MOCK EVENT - TEDx Second Edition @ AWS, Vijayawada

The mock event, held on January 21, 2023, effectively established the 

groundwork for the biggest event of the year, TEDx Second Edition 

@AWS, Vijayawada. The wait is over, and the speakers who will present on 

March 5, 2023, have been announced.

On the simulated platform, nine students who had been working tirelessly 

on their final talk delivered it brilliantly, mesmerizing everyone. They 

sounded exactly like seasoned speakers. Each talk was distinct in terms 

of topic, delivery method, and presentation. Participants ranged in grades 

from III, IV, VI, VII, IX.

Participants closely followed the improvisations made by the curator and 

mentors during the curating sessions, and the results were fruitful. Their 

enthusiasm and tenacity to succeed globally and leave their mark were 

explicitly evident. Each student was skilled at navigating their speech and 

had great confidence in sharing their ideas worth spreading.  It was an 

uphill battle to choose three from nine, yet we had to.

CBSE Grade X, Stakeholders Brainstorming Session. (VJA)

Jayashree Nair, Deputy Head Academics, FEI, interacted with the Ist 

outgoing batch of Grade X, Ambitus World School, Vijayawada. Emphasis 

was on time management and a 

few important tips to overcome exam 

anxiety. Another focal point of the 

interaction was the refining and 

polishing of their core subject 

knowledge. Comprehending 

questionswith a systematic approach 

by dealing in chunks is the best way, 

as she said in her interaction.

Mrs. Nair emphasized the importance 

of constant mental support from parents. 

She made a personal request to the 

parents not to take the students out for any reason because it could be 

considered deviation.

- Bindu Sonayala, AWS, Vja

METAMORPHOSIS (Vijayawada)

Metamorphosis conducted at AWS, Vijayawada, with a greater idea of 

bringing out the entrepreneurial spirit, from the young minds by immersing 
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their potential and channelizing into innovative thoughts. The 

brainstorming sessions went down for 05 days, everyday in the afternoon 

for 02 hours in which students participated with a lot of vigour and the 

output was outstanding business ideas and thoughts that were shared on 

the last day of the sessions.

The nutshell idea of each day:

DAY 1

Basing the success story of “Dabbawallas”, an insight into how an 

entrepreneur must think and how to channelise the opportunity and what 

makes a business successful, was explained.

Insights on how an entrepreneur 

must be and a discussion about 

the existing favourite companies 

of the participants was the aspect 

for discussion. Participants 

shared the details of their favourite 

companies as well as expressed 

what made them inclined towards 

those companies. The session on Day 1 ended, by disclosing the 

successful journey, evolution, and constant growth of Lego toys.

DAY 2

Issues existing in the popular 

applications and companies were 

discussed along with Maggie case 

study. Details and interesting facts 

behind the ban of Maggie in India 

were disclosed. A new approach 

of thinking while solving a problem, 

using 04 hats technique was 

explained which was an interesting 

part of the session.

Next part of the session was a brainstorming activity through which we 

understood the organisational process of generating a business idea from 

a critical problem, converting that into a successful business plan using 

the business trends, and eventually an entrepreneur's passion into 

business.

DAY 3

An overview of this day is as follows:

It was a great opportunity through which all participants came to know 

about the top 08 skills needed for a person to become an entrepreneur.

Learned how to come up with a business idea strategically along with 

various examples. Last but not the least, an interesting aspect of the day 

was “Case study of Haldiram”. Through which we learned the importance 

of customer relationship with the company

DAY 4

1) Through this informative and practical session of the workshop we were 

     able to

2) Learn a few mistakes of bidding and selling to investors.

3) Case study of Khaby Lame, the famous Tiktoker 

4) Simplicity and perseverance is the best technique to go forward with our 

     business importance of customer profiling in general and in specific in 

1 .D e te rm in a tio n 

2 . R isk  T a k in g 

3 . E m p a th y 

4 . P a ss io n 

5 . P e rseve ra n c e 

6 . D e c is io n  M a k in g 

7 . C o m m u n ic a tio n 

8 . F o c us 

 

    India. Continuation of case analysis of maggie 

5) Importance of risk management at the correct time.

DAY 5

It was the final day of Metamorphosis, and participants shared their 

business ideas.

A nutshell crux of the session is:

- You don't start a business for 

   yourself, but you do it for your 

   customers / the people.

- Understanding the needs of 

  our customer is the prime focus, 

  not the money.

- Sanvi.J, Hassini IX / A & Yashita Bhavani, VII/A

BUTTERFLY EDUFIELDS EDUTOPIA

Practicality is essential for making learning enjoyable and simple, and our 

school has succeeded in doing just that. We just got some butterfly kits 

that teach about motion and timing. We were quite delighted since we had 

never experienced studying in this way before.

Our eyes lit up as we cracked open the box. Then we began performing 

the three activities—the balloon car, the simple pendulum, and the 

sundial—in groups. The balloon car exercise was entertaining and taught 

us about Newton's Third Law. The Third Law of Newton,  The law asserts 

that there is an equal and opposite reaction to every action (force) in 

nature. If object A exerts a force on object B, object B also exerts an equal 

and opposite force on object A. 

The simple pendulum activity that came next helped us comprehend the 

pendulum's oscillations. The sundial was the final exercise, and it was 

intriguing since it uses the shadow, which is dependent on the light 

source, to determine the time. In conclusion, the events were incredibly 

interesting and enjoyable. I want to thank BUTTERFLY EDUFIELDS for 

coming up with such wonderful activities that make learning simple.

- Abhiram.V, Grade 7 Beta, AWS, VJA.

AWS HYD

Math: Probability activity based on tossing a coin

An activity of Tossing a 

coin was conducted. 

Learners tossed the 

coin 50 times and 

related it to the theoretical 

and experimental 

probabilities. This was

conducted for G4 

students. Students were 

able to analyze that theoretical and experimental probabilities are not 

always exactly the same in real life.

Learners are divided into groups of 4 each. It observed enthusiasm and 

fun in children while doing the experiment. They took responsibility to 

complete the activity. They are waiting for more such activities.

MATH ACTIVITY ON SHAPES

Grade 3 learners went on an exploration in their quest to identify the 3d 

shapes that can be seen around us in our day-to-day activities. After trying 

to spot the same, we grouped ourselves in an effort to design the 3D 

shapes using paper straws and glue drops. Once we were done 
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designing the same, we went ahead to join the 3D shapes together to 

make a compound shape.Talking about having fun, yes we have it the 

most when we are learning!

GRADE 8 MATH CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

Grade 8 learners explained the 

concept of frequency polygon in 

Statistics by playing a video 

followed by In-class discussion 

on the interpretation of data from 

the chart. A frequency polygon 

is a line graph of class frequency 

plotted against class midpoint. 

It can be obtained by joining the midpoints of the tops of the rectangles in 

the histogram. 

GRADE 8 ENGLISH CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
Play a role, give lesson Life!

While teaching is a continuous process for 

teachers, learning is for the students. Over 

time, there is a tendency that it gets mono-

-tonous or boring. But there is a need to wean 

off the boredom to come over as a successful 

student or teacher. This calls for activity- 

based learning, which knocks out the 

conventional method. Have you ever 

wondered why language classes are more 

interesting than the other subjects? It is 

because of lots of stories and enacting them 

through role plays and skits. Students performed a sketch based on a 

section of the literary novel Darkparis. Students acquired various benefits 

from a brief theatrical presentation; it boosted communication skills and 

assisted them understand teamwork, conversation, negotiating, and 

socializing. It also sparked the pupils' imagination and inventiveness. This 

aids in breaking up the monotony of the courses and energizing the 

students.

STRONG MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS
Fractions are important as they tell 

you what portion of a whole you need, 

have, or want while you eat, while you 

work or while you are on a shopping 

spree. Fractions are used to represent 

smaller parts of the whole. Grade 1 

had hands-on activity to identify, 

draw and differentiate fractions- full, 

half and quarters. Students split up 

the paper craft into the following- full, 

half ½ and one fourth ¼. The learners designed the fractional papers and 

showcased their creativity. 

We are proud to announce that the fraction chapter was so beautifully 

crafted by teachers that our little learners are able to identify, describe 

and divide the parts of whole.

BEYOND ACADEMICS

Report On 74th Republic Day Celebration @ AWS, 

Vijayawada.

The 74th Republic Day was celebrated with pride and reverence at 

Ambitus World School, Vijayawada. The ceremony began with the 

welcoming of the chief guest and the guest of honor by our school band 

team.

Unfurling the tricolour flag by Mr. Sada Siva Rao, parent of Mr. Kumud, 

accompanied by the director, Ms. Manasa Edpuganti, Academic 

Coordinator, Mrs. Swati Saxena, was followed by the National Anthem to 

pay tribute to the motherland. In her address, the Chief Guest highlighted 

the significance of the day and made the children aware that the future of 

their country lies in their hands. Hence, they need to study well now and 

inculcate good values in their lives, which will help them be good citizens 

of the country.

It was a spectacle to see the Ambitots present themselves with a 

wonderful ramp walk under the theme "Unity in Diversity." Ambitots 

walked in pairs, with each pair representing the 28 states of India.

The history and importance of Republic Day and the Constitutional Rights 

& Duties were made evident to the student community, through a drama 

performance, "Making the Constitution". The intellectual brew that 

happened in the past, and awareness about the struggle that arose for 

blessing us with the constitutional rights, was exuberantly presented by 

the students.

A patriotic dance by our students was an additional enticement in 

exasperating the patriotic fervor amongst the audience. An act of yoga 

display connecting mind, body and spirit by the students was an inspiring 

one for the younger generation as well this act reiterated about the 

importance of yoga. A medley performance as a tribute in symphony to 

the motherland, by the young nightingales of Ambitus World School, was 

the one which helped to resonate the patriotic music in the ears of the 

audience.

An encouraging art competition, 

essay writing competition, and 

painting competition amongst 

the students were conducted in 

collaboration with Axis Bank with 

the theme "Green India: With a 

Splash." Almost all students 

participated in the competition 

with great zeal.

We had a prize distribution 

ceremony for various winners, viz., Math Marathon, MUN, FOS, and other 
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various contests.

A final vote of thanks was proposed by Ms. Sai Lipika. The celebration 

came to an end by singing the National anthem.

The students dispersed after snacks with the image of the fluttering 

tricolour in their minds and hearts. May we continue celebrating this day 

forever!

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION (AWS-HYD)
Ambitus World School celebrated India's 74th Republic Day by instilling 

patriotic sentiments in the campus. The significance of this day stems 

from the fact that on January 26, 1950, the Constitution of India, drafted by 

the Drafting Committee and the brilliant Doctor B R Ambedkar, went into 

effect, revolutionizing the entire government and transforming the entire 

country into a proper democratic republic, instilling hope and joy in the 

hearts of our people. For today's celebrations, we had exciting events to 

our agenda from the  unfurling of the flag to witnessing the march past 

parade, and beautiful divine and patriotic musical performances followed 

by colorful and glorious inter-house dance competitions. 

There were inspiring speeches by the Chief Guest of the day, Shri Vishnu 

Vardhan Reddy, and our beloved Principal. The event was wrapped up 

with the most awaited announcement which is the declaration of the best 

house for the academic year 2022-23 by the Principal of Ambitus World 

School, Ms Lalitha Naidu Injeti. Everyone had a great time going through 

and reflecting on our long and beautiful history, and have witnessed some 

phenomenal dances and displays of India's incredible heritage and 

culture. The little ones displayed their talent by walking the ramp in 

different attractive attires of eminent leaders of the past. Many class 

activities were arranged where the little ones learnt the tricolour and gave 

hand imprints to make a flag of their own. The patriotic sentiments around 

the premises bought the sense of identity as Indians and provoked the 

purpose of service in the society among the children.

SANKRANTI CELEBRATION (AWS)
The festival of Makar Sankranti makes the beginning of the harvest 

season when new crops are worshiped and shared with delight. Sankranti 

Celebrations in school was celebrated on  12th January 2023, i.e. 

Thursday. Students enjoyed the presentation made by Computer 

department teachers. Children learned about Sankranti and the 3 

important days, Bhogi, Sankranti and kanuma. Students saw the rituals 

and traditions associated with the festival. They learnt about the 

importance of Bhogi, dances related to Sankranti, Gangireddu Haridasu, 

Rangoli,  bhogi pallu, reason behind flying kites. Students were also 

cautioned to follow the safety practices while flying kites. School was 

festively decorated for Sankranti. Kites flying freely along the pathway 

brought cheer to the eyes. Beautiful rangoli patterns adorned the front 

track. Pongal, the traditional sweet, was cooked and served to all the staff 

members. 

Bhogi pallu were showered on the CEY children. Everyone enjoyed the 

dance and rituals associated with the festival. Let us hope and pray that 

the harvest festival brings cheer to everyone and we can drive the virus 

away with the high soaring kites.

“Sankranthi” implies a change - the chilly winter will gradually say goodbye 

and sunny days of spring are around the corner. The festival was 

celebrated with a lot of zeal and excitement at Ambitus World School. It's a 

festival of togetherness and delicacies. Learners, teachers and staff, 

across the school, participated in making beautiful rangolis, flying kites 

and singing and dancing to welcome the harvest season with this festival. 

This festival is to thank the Sun God for good crops and usher in new 

beginnings. Here are some glimpses of the colourful day!

TIMES OF INDIA PRINCIPAL'S CONCLAVE
Times of India invited leaders to support a mission in instilling a strong 

academic foundation for students by bridging the gap and providing a 

platform for deliberations and information exchange, enabling well 

informed choices. We had the Honorable Governor Tamilisai 

Soundararajan along with Naveen Mittal sir, Arshad Ayub the spinner, 

eminent leaders from Thapper university Dr. Padmakumar Nair and 

Dr.Ajay Batish who were among panelist who spoke and shared their 

opinion on outcome based learning. The discussion was about the 

benefits of outcome-based learning and how it can be collaborated with 

schools and colleges. We discussed many things across the field of 

education, innovation and technology.
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RAINBOW CELEBRATION
As the color tells it is rainbow, a culmination 

of different hues that stand together 

as one, similarly the little ones coming 

from different spheres of life and blend 

with each other to create a oneness, the 

little munchkins of Ambitus Kinder 

World joined together in the rainbow day 

celebration, where the CEY-1 learners 

made their own miniature rainbow 

the CEY 2& 3 participated in painting using rainbow colors. Children understood the 

VIBGYOR- order of rainbow and why they occur in this order. Everything big and small is 

a joy to human eyes and rainbow is only an example of that joy.

Guest Lecture By Dr. Raghunandan Kumar
Ambitus World School conducted a guest lecture for the children in 

grades 4 to 9 on 25th January from 10:30-11:30 am in the Broadcast 

room. Dr. Raghunandan Kumar is the founder secretary and director of 

Planetary society of 

India. His endeavor 

is to communicate 

space science, 

particularly astronomy, 

to students. He has 

published a large 

number of articles. 

He is a passionate 

space researcher and 

trained thousands of 

children on space and space related research. The speaker discussed 

the Solar System and celestial bodies like the sun, moon, planets, and 

stars in his presentation. Also, he explained how to observe them using a 

telescope to observe the stars and planets scattered throughout the sky. 

Using the PSLV-C54/EOS-06 mission video as an example, he discussed 

the possibilities and reach of research and development in the planetary 

system, with authentication explanations. According to Dr. 

Raghunandan, our learners will be able to see Jupiter in the sky tomorrow 

at 7 pm and Mars on 31st at 7 pm. After the lecture, the children were 

given time to interact with him. Students felt that the session was very 

informative and interactive.

Cambridge Checkpoint Orientation (aws)
A Cambridge education prepares students for life, helping them develop 

an informed curiosity and a lasting passion for learning. An orientation 

session on maximizing the use of Cambridge resources was conducted 

on 25th January. The 

agenda of the orientation 

was to use the cambridge 

resources effectively. The 

program helped to balance 

the curriculum and a highly 

flexible course of study 

for learners. We at 

Ambitus believe that 

education works best 

when teaching, learning, 

assessment and 

curriculum aligns. These days, expanding your knowledge and skill base 

is more of a requirement than choice. If we know what to teach or which 

learning opportunities are at our disposal, we'll discover the learning 

journey brings joy and satisfaction.

Cambridge Checkpoint Orientation
On January 21, 2023, Ambitus World School hosted a Cambridge 

Primary and Lower Secondary Checkpoint orientation session for 

parents of Class V and VIII respectively. Ms. Lalitha Naidu, the Principal, 

emphasized the necessity and relevance of proactive and meaningful 

relationships between teachers and parents for the overall development 

of the pupils in her welcoming message. 

She explained the Cambridge checkpoint 

program's purpose for both primary and 

secondary checkpoint examinations. The 

Principal encouraged parents to maintain 

a "deep connection" with their children 

and channel their energy in promoting 

health. In response to the parents' concerns, 

the Principal informed them that the school 

is actively trying to provide the finest 

mentoring facilities for students preparing 

for Cambridge checkpoint exams. She 

stressed that the school will give total assistance for the students' overall 

development. Dr. Bhargavi, secondary coordinator, addressed the 

audience, thanking them for their active participation and informing them 

that their constructive feedback and recommendations are vital to the 

school.

The respective checkpoint subject mentors provided detailed information 

on the Cambridge checkpoint assessment pattern. This was followed by an 

interactive session in which the parents' specific issues were addressed. 

Finally, at the end of the orientation, the principal thanked the parents for 

their presence and insightful input.

AWARDS AND ACHEIVEMENTS

AWS, Vijayawada.

Sports is an inseparable realm for Ambitarians at Ambitus World School, 

Vijayawada. Wherever they go, our highly competent and sturdy 

champions leave their mark and 

make the audience feel the vibes 

of Ambitus Sportsmanship. Three 

students at Ambitus World School, 

Vijayawada, have won medals in 

District Level SAAP League 

tournament, held at IGMS 

(Vijayawada). In details: Ms Jesvitha Rose of Grade X, got Gold Medal in 

60+ weight category, Ms A Sai Lipika of Grade IX, GOT Gold Medal in 47-50 

weight category and Ms Raaga Prasanna of Grade X, got Silver Medal in 

60+ weight category. 

It was a proud moment to inform that Ms Jesvitha Rose and Ms Sai Lipika 

got selected for the state level SAAP tournament in Visakhapatnam. To add 

a few more, our students raised the bar of their performance by securing a 

bronze medal in CBSE Nationals held at Haryana. Another achievement is 

securing gold medal in South Zone nationals held at Vijayawada.

Other Awards Achieved By Our Ambitarians:

Master Srihan Elineni, our proud Ambitarian from Grade I, made us all 

proud with a global rank of 09 (out of 2439 pupils) in the International 

Mathematics Championship 2022, in which more than 20 nations 

competed. This achievement is unusual and remarkable.

MUN - Model United Nations Conducted at Hyderabad.

F�Mr Soham Saxena, was elected as the best delegate in his committee - 
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      WHO committee and IIIrd best delegate all over MUN.

F�Ms Hassini, was elected as delegate 

      of highest commendationUNCSW 

      committee.

F�Ms Lasya, was elected as delegate 

      of highest commendation ELUSOC 

      committee.

The winning spree of Ambitarians started propelling and marching in high 

spirits.

AWS, Hyderabad.

Sport is an excellent instructor in and of itself. 

It teaches individuals who participate; tenacity, 

humility, discipline, and the value of 

collaboration. Students pursuing a professional 

course will benefit from the character develop-

-ment and much-needed outlet it offers. The best 

indoor and outdoor sporting facilities are available 

at our institute because we realized this need early 

on. We are proud to share that Sruthi from grade 

VIII Beta has achieved Gold medal in state level Taekwondo championship 

and she is selected for National level Taekwondo Competitions.

Accolades to Mahanya

Encouraging children in various forms 

of art and culture promotes confidence 

and nourishes the skill. We congratulate 

Mahanya Kesireddy of grade 1 for 

participating in the Surabhi 

international art and culture award 

festival recently. She has been 

participating in many functions fetching 

glory to family and school. 

We are proud of you Mahanya

Brainfeed Trailblazer School Award

Quality is never an accident; it is always 

the result of high intention, sincere effort, 

intelligent direction, and skillful execution. 

We should be proud of how far we have 

come, as well as confident about how 

far we can go. We are proud to announce 

that Ambitus World School has been 

awarded by Brainfeed once again. 

Brainfeed School Excellence Awards are 

a way of saluting the teaching community's 

contributions. In recognition of its 

NELTAS ECAT 12th International English Competition, 

assessment round selection for Grand Finale:  

Vishwa Kumar N - Grade II  

Rishanth A - Grade III  

Lalith Narayan - Grade IV  

Veda Sri - Grade V  

Ruthvika U - Grade VI  

Naga Sai Teja - Grade V II 

Abhinav K - Grade VIII  

Zonal Topper of SOF.  

Gautam Reddy - 21st Rank  

Abhinav K - 14th Rank  

Jahnavi V - 10th Rank.  

 

innovative and sustained efforts to incorporate best practices in the 

teaching and learning process, Ambitus World School has been awarded 

Trailblazer School of the year 2023. It is recognized as one of the top ten 

international schools. The award was presented by the educationist, Dr. 

Ashok Pandey.  It is an honor to receive this award and it opens the door to 

greater success in the future. It is a well-deserved award for a school that 

believes in hard work and strives for excellence.

STUDENT CORNER

AWS, Vijayawada.

- Ananya Ramachandran, Grade V Alpha, AWS, VJA.

A BOOK REVIEW

Honestly speaking, I always wanted to try reading self-improvement books. 

So, I finally gave it a try. Raj Shamani is a role model for me because his 

work is straightforward and to the point. "Build, Don't Talk" is a book written 

based on the ideologies and perspectives of Raj Shamani. This book says 

that it's most beneficial for the ages of 21 and after, but I still found this book 

very helpful. One can learn hundreds of methods and strategies on how to 

become a successful entrepreneur and how to go on the right track on the 

pathway of life.

It teaches us things that school NEVER taught us, such as how to deal with 

personal finances, how to use and have mindset shifts that can help us face 

problems that occur frequently in life, how to build relationships, how to 

deal with mental health, and how to grow, all of which are critical to having a 

successful adulthood. This book teaches you the essential fundamentals, 

and it also has numerous advantages, such as:

After each chapter, there are summary pages that help you understand the 

importance and learnings from the chapter in a few sentences.

You can skip the chapters that you don't find useful and focus on the ones 

that are. It teaches you how adversity can teach you the most valuable 

lessons. It gives you reality checks every 2 or 3 chapters, and it's very 

straightforward.

Do you know what the icing on the cake is—you only have to read one 

chapter a day, extract the learning, experiment with it, and apply it in your life 
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to become your ideal version. Although it's focused more on the 

entrepreneurial field, it still gives you that budding excitement, and it just 

grows further after every chapter. Lastly, one of my favourite lines from the 

book is that 'school taught you how to run in the race but didn't teach you 

how to win the race, and now that's what this book is for'. It's a MUST-read! 

Do check it out!!

- Sanvi. J, IX. AWS, VJA.

My Field trip to NTR GARDENS (AWS)
I love School Trips.  Field Trip is a different experience as we go out without 

our family and spend the time with our friends, teachers and school 

supervisors, which allows us to rely on ourselves and assume some 

responsibility and enjoy the activities of the trip The Field Trips are planned 

as a recreational and educational way, supervised by our teachers.

They are very refreshing to the mind and leave wonderful memories. 

Recently I went on a field trip to NTR Gardens in Hyderabad. NTR Gardens 

are built in the memory of late Shri N T Rama Rao, former and one of the 

most popular chief ministers of Andhra Pradesh. NTR Gardens are one of 

the famous sightseeing places of Hyderabad. NTR Gardens present a 

soothing atmosphere and refreshing setting to spend some time. It is near to 

the popular Hussain Sagar Lake, which makes visiting the park even more 

enjoyable, but due to limited time, we could not visit the lake.

On the day of the Field Trip, I prepared my small bag and put sandwiches, 

juice and water for the trip. From the day the trip date was announced, I was 

counting the number of days left to go on the trip. I was so excited about the 

trip that I went to sleep early to wake up early, which is usually not me.  

Our teacher gave us about two hours to enjoy our time, play the games.  Our 

teachers are always by our side. Some of the games are boat ride, a 

Fountain, etc. There is a Children's playing area that kept us engaged.

It was a beautiful day and we enjoyed it a lot. I look forward for similar trips 

from my school.

- Bhupathiraju Nithya, Student of Grade 3 Indigo

Exploring our talents
“The world is but a canvas to our imagination.” - Henry David Thoreau

The TED stage is a dream for many and an inspiration to all. Ambitarians 

were given the path to this stage, to express their thoughts, speak about 

their lives and experiences, and tell their tale in the grand scheme of things.

The students felt emancipated from their regular lives, and free of stress. 

They were given a canvas: the TED stage and were taught how to paint 

strokes and lines, but the rest of the canvas was left to their creativity; some 

drew abstract colors depicting feelings in their life, while others sketched, 

sculpting their future with their own hands.

Amazing ideas sprouted from each student's imagination, blossoming a 

concept into a product. They mastered the art of TED, bending opportunities 

into possible solutions. Tensions were high and the students were straining 

TEACHER CORNER

Making A Fossil model with our Little Scientists

Each kid is a budding scientist. We always urge our students to try new 

things as a team. By explaining the scientific notion of fossils, the child's 

curiosity is aroused. Our young scientists were ecstatic to discover how 

fossils are created. To create a replica of a fossil, we descended to the 

ground. To get the imprints, all we needed was plaster, a container, and a 

few items like leaves, stones, and toy animals. We made a hole in the 

bottom of a container and added water and plaster mixture to it. We 

arranged it and placed it away for a while. Our pupils later placed a few 

items in the plaster to see what impressions they made.

Finally, after around three to four hours of relaxation, our tiny adventurers 

happily walked to the spot. Guess what ! Surprisingly, the plaster-dipped 

objects left their imprints on it. The fact that their activity was a success 

made my students very delighted. In their own words, they explained the 

entire procedure. This means that for our primary ambitarians, creating a 

fossil model was a lovely experience.

- Sravanthi, Grade 2 Beta Mentor , AWS, VJA

Importance of New Year Resolutions : “New Year New Me”

Every January, the new beginning of the new year offers the opportunity for 

a fresh start. It's time to remember and reflect on a year gone by, but it's also 

a time to look forward to the upcoming new year. We make New Year goals 

because we want to be the best version of ourselves. A fresh start and a 

clean slate create opportunities for change. When you commit to change, 

verbally or not, you are taking the first step towards what you want to 

achieve. Change can be a rocky road with lots of bumps along the way. The 

key to success is not to give up. Navigating the ups and downs is what 

leads to change. It's about learning to adapt, be flexible, and above all, be 

kind to yourself. Don't give up when you fall, put pen to paper and make a 

new plan. Many people will make New Year resolutions; however, the 

majority will not achieve them. But still making a resolution is always a good 

idea- with many positive effects.

Why It's Important to Make New Year's Resolutions.

Even if you don't keep resolutions, it's a really good idea to make them 

anyway. Here's why.

Intention

Being honest with yourself about your current state and being intentional 

about how you want to grow and develop will help you get there. This 

intentionality will also contribute to your happiness and fulfillment.

Hope and Engagement

Making resolutions for the new year is inherently hopeful and optimistic. 

You expect things to get better for you. This positive vision of the future, in 

turn, tends to spur action

Responsibility

Most New Year's resolutions have an impact on others. While they involve 

the individual's self-improvement, they affect family, friends, co-workers, 

and the people around you

Inspiration

As you seek to become better, do better, or contribute more fully, you also 

tend to inspire others. The main way that people learn is by experiencing 

the behavior of others. Even when they're not consciously aware of it, 

people are constantly embracing the choices and cues of others. When 

you focus on the future and focus on improvement, you necessarily inspire 

those around you.

“The New Year offers a blank slate — an opportunity to get things right''. 

When setting goals for the new year, we use self-efficacy, which means that 

by striving for a goal and pursuing it, we feel in control. 
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PARENT CORNER

Health is the actual wealth that a person can retain, since good health is the key to success in every sphere. Food and health go hand-in-hand. Food is an 

essential component of survival, and our health solely depends on our lifestyle. Both mind and body have to be healthy and must maintain the required 

energy levels to achieve success in life.

Simple rules need to be set by everyone to stay healthy. The rules begin with going to bed early and rising early, followed by regular exercises like walking, 

jogging, yoga, or dancing for at least 30 to 40 minutes. Intake of a balanced diet that includes fresh and dried fruits, vegetables, and green leafy 

vegetables is a must. Being in a pollution free environment and, above all, meditating and spending quality time with family are the keys to leading a 

happy and healthy life.

- Jyothi Meher , Parent of Hassini Priya, Grade VIII Beta, AWS VJA

AMBI TWIST 

Regularly completing crossword puzzles can not only teach you new vocabulary, but also new information in general, particularly if you collaborate with 

others to tackle challenging puzzles.

Guess the word with the given clue.

- AWS HYD
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Upcoming Events/ Happenings

Ambitus World School - Hyderabad

�Ø�Feb. 21st 2023 – Star Meet, CEY theme assembly

�Ø�Feb. 27th to 21st Mar. 2023 – Ambiquartette - Visual Performing

�Ø�Feb. 25th – Ambiquartette - Sporting

�Ø�Feb. 13th to 24th 2023 – CBSE grade IX final SA 2 exams

�Ø�Feb. 16th to 23th 2023 – CBSE – grade VII & VIII

�Ø�Mar. 4th 2023 – CBSE - S.T.A.R. meet

�Ø�Mar. 6th 2023 – CBSE - New Academic session begins

Ambitus World School - Vijayawada

�Ø�13th to 17th February 2023: Mock assessment-1 for Grade 5 & 8 Checkpoint

�Ø� 25th February 2023: Star meet -  Gr 1 to Gr 8

CAIE

�Ø�6th to 20th February 2023: SA-2 exam  Grade VI to VIII

�Ø� 25th February 2023: Star meet for Gr 1 to Gr 8

CBSE
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